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One of the best things about Android is how much you can customize, how you interact with it, and that includes a launcher app that gets you into your favorite apps and controls your home screen. This week, we want to know which Android launcher you think is the best. If you're in love with your phone
manufacturer's stock launcher, or you prefer one of the many downloadable replacements available in Google Play, we want to know which ones you consider the best breed. Leave your vote in the comments below. The appeal to the applicants is closed! To see which of your picks made the top five,
head over to our feature, the top five Android launchers to read more and vote for the winner! If you're tired of your home screen stock or just want a new and different way of interacting... Read more about the five nominations in the comments where you posted your favorite tool for work. We get hundreds
of comments, so to make your nomination clear, please include it at the top of your commentary as well: Vote: BEST ANDROID LAUNCHER. Please don't turn on your voice in response to another commenter. Instead, make your vote and respond to individual comments. If you don't follow this format, we
can't count your vote. To prevent falsification of results, votes from first-time commentators cannot be counted. Once you've made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the contest. About Hive Five: The Hive Five feature series asks readers to answer the most frequently asked
question we get: Which tool is the best? Once a week we will put out a call for applicants looking for the best solution to a particular problem, then you tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every weekend we will report to the top five recommendations and give you the opportunity to vote for what is
best. For example, check out five of the best internet radio stations last week. Streaming music sites are a penny-a-dozen, but internet-radio services-kind where you click ... More Hive Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite stayed away, it's not because we hate
it, it's because he didn't get the nominations needed in calling for job applicants to make the top five. We understand that this is a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we want to hear about it. Is there an offer for Hive Five? Send us a letter on tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com! One of the best
things about Android is the ability to customize everything about your home screen, which you do on the side of the app launch. Android has more than one big launcher, but our favorite LauncherPro, finds the perfect balance between incredible performance and high customity. Looking for something for
an ice cream sandwich (4.0) and above? Check out our new selection for the best Android launcher. One of the best things Android is currently able to customize everything about your home screen,... MoreLauncherProPlatform: Android Price: Free, $3.49 Pro Download PageFeaturesSuper-smooth
scrollanimated screen previews2D and 3D box app with super-smooth scrollup up to 7 home screensScrollable label docktomCusizable icons through icon-painting packages, downloadable from MarketHide apps from the app box without removing them from the home screen or the drawerTransition app
effects between home screensAbility to adjust the number of columns and rows for home screen and app boxes So you can put more icons on your SMS, Gmail, and missed call icons in docksSwipable shortcuts for dock icons, so you get twice the shortcuts on the Icons Of The Loads settings, so you can
optimize it for old phonesHTC Sense-like widgets for contacts, bookmarks, calendar, messaging, Twitter, Facebook, and Gmail (Only) MoreThen this ExcelsLauncherPro performance is what sets it apart from other launchers. Scroll between home screens and through the app drawer is insanely smooth,
even on older phones. Memory settings are really useful for speeding it up on low-end devices, too, so no one is left out of the fun. LauncherPro is lacking in function, however. From installing larger icons on your home screen to supercharged docking to installing apps from your home screen,
LauncherPro simply makes it easier to use Android. It aims to solve a ton of trouble with android's default launcher, and it does it well. In addition, it even got some really good customization options like a fantastic set of widgets and the ability to download icon packages from the market and apply them in
one fell swoop. It's not quite as customizable as the other launchers out there, but it's got quite a bit going for it, and has a great performance to tip the scales in its favor. Where it falls ShortHonestly, there are very few flaws of LauncherPro. It may be a little more customizable, like ADWLauncher, but if
you're not tweaking the nut, you're unlikely to be disappointed with anything LauncherPro has to offer. The competition is as strong as the launcherPro is, the competition is still pretty heated, which should tell you just how big the launch scene is on Android. ADW. Launcher (and its paid brother,
ADWLauncher EX) are very similar to LauncherPro, albeit with an extra bit of customization. The ADW EX has more home screen conversions and other graphical subtleties than LauncherPro, although its performance is not as stellar. If you're on a newer, more powerful phone, you may not notice the
huge but older phones may find ADW to be a little slower. In addition, having having In-game settings a little longer than LauncherPro, it has more themes available on the market that include both icon packs and wallpapers that go with them. It's not quite as easy to use, sometimes, and offers less
convenience options (like doc gestures) instead of focusing on graphic eye candy. Honestly, it's probably just as good as LauncherPro, and you should check them both out if you're in the market for a new launcher. GO Launcher EX to customize maniacs. Its market themes are changing more than just
icons: they also customize wallpaper, box apps, widgets, and more. It also has more quirky transitions than you can shake the stick on. Of course, all this comes at the expense of performance. We wouldn't say its performance is poor or unstable, but it's not quite wow you like LauncherPro does,
especially if you use fancy conversions (which is to be expected). However, if you like to customize your phone, it's probably worth a slight drop in smoothness. Earth is just about the fastest launcher on the market, and perfect for older phones that need something light and simple. It's not as feature-filled
as other launchers, but it will get the job done and do it quickly. It still add a few other improvements, like a scroll dock and animated screen previews, but if you're looking for customization, it's not a launcher to use. If you are looking for blinding speeds, you have come to the right place. Finally, Launcher
7 deserves a mention, just for its ability to go in a completely different direction while remaining good. Launcher 7 turns your home screen into a 7-style Windows Phone scrolling set that can be customized to your heart's content. It won't give you quite a few features like a typical Android launcher, but if
you prefer a simpler experience without actually switching to Windows Phone, it's actually a very nice change of pace, plus it can still create some pretty nice home screens. Today the reader of Crashedjava shows us how he took the simplicity and ease of use to the maximum when he turns ...
MoreLifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for the best apps and tools in a number of these categories. Everyone knows that the best thing about Android is the fact that it's so darn customizable. As the saying goes, you can never have too much good - provided
you don't get overwhelmed by all the choices. Today we're going to take a look at custom launchers. Which one suits you best? Read (after the break) and don't forget to vote in the froum poll! Vanilla Android (2.2) Non-MotoBlur PhilBlur) Sense UI TouchWiz 3.0 If you recently picked up an Android phone,
chances are you have one of the above running on it. I can't blame them - everyone has features that make it perfect for some of us, so let's take a look at them. Vanilla Android is currently only available on the Nexus One and the original Motorola Droid, the stock Android launcher is fast, and the app box
3D futuristic Rolodex thing-a-ma-bob is pretty freeking cool. The biggest drawback here is the lack of tweaks - something we get spoiled with very quickly when using many Android apps. PhilBlur It's not a stock, it's not MotoBlur, and we love call it PhilBlur. It's standard on the Motorola Droid X, and it's the
younger brother of the droid 2. While the launcher and app drawer themselves aren't all that slick, the widgets (and things like re-sized) are very nice. Unfortunately, the word Blur carries a stigma and just can't shake it. We understand to be aware that PhilBlur is far from MotoBlur, and most of the issues
from the old days have been resolved. Feeling the user interface you either love the feeling, or you hate it. The launcher and app drawer are nothing too special (but with a big phone button there's something you get used to quickly), but widgets are real magic. There's a ton of them, in a lot of 'O sizes,
and the lager ones scroll nicely. And full-screen weather animations are raw, especially when it's stormy. The feeling comes standard in one way or another on most HTC Android phones. TouchWiz Another launcher people hate based on the title. It's not TouchWiz you've seen on behold, it's an all new
animal and it's not that bad. Good - the shortcuts on the launch bar are customizable, and there are a number of good Samsung widgets to go with. Amazing - part of the puzzle of locking the notification screen. All new Samsung Galaxy S phones come with TouchWiz, but some features have been
removed in the Epic 4G version, Don't ask us why, we couldn't figure that out either. Third-party launchers there's a mess of them, but we're going to focus on two wildly popular ones - ADW Launcher and Launcher Pro. Don't feel overlooked if you have another favorite, so we run a poll to see what people
out there are using. So don't forget to vote! ADW Launcher ADW Launcher gives tons of customization options, light on system resources, free on the market, and open source software. That's a lot of pluses right here. It's also themed, supports scrolling widgets, and comes in both the market version as
well as the stock replacement version (as found in CyanogenMod 6). Out of the box it looks pretty bland, but once you don't have the time to customize it you can really call it your own. (AppBrain) Market Link LauncherPro is definitely a favorite crowd, with good reason. It's chock full full Features, has tons
of customization options, and has its own set of action shortcuts. Add resizable widgets, and support scrolling widgets, and you have a winner. Please note that some features may only be available in the paid version, which you can only get from the developer's site here. The free version is available on
Android Market, find a link to download below. (AppBrain) Market Link SlideScreen basically takes a typical Android launcher and drop kicks it out the window. It's a vertical waterfall of information - weather, calendar, email, texts, Twitter - it's all up to date and fully tuned. You have to see it to believe it. Try
the free version first. (Brain App) Market Link every week, Android Central Podcast brings you the latest technology news, analysis and hot takes, with familiar co-hosts and special guests. Subscribe to Pocket Cast: Audio Subscribe to Spotify: Audio Subscribe to iTunes: Audio We can earn a commission
for purchases using our links. Learn more. More. change default launcher android 10
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